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ABSTRACT
An effective virtual agent (VA) that serves humans not only com-
pletes tasks efficaciously, but also manages its interpersonal rela-
tionships with users judiciously. Although past research has studied
how agents apologize or seek help appropriately, there lacks a com-
prehensive study of how to design an emotionally intelligent (EI)
virtual agent. In this paper, we propose to improve a VA’s perceived
EI by equipping it with personality-driven responsive expression of
emotions. We conduct a within-subject experiment to verify this ap-
proach using a medical assistant VA. We ask participants to observe
how the agent (displaying a dominant or submissive trait, or having
no personality) handles user challenges when issuing reminders and
rate its EI. Results show that simply being emotionally expressive
is insufficient for suggesting VAs as fully emotionally intelligent.
Equipping such VAs with a consistent, distinctive personality trait
(especially submissive) can convey a significantly stronger sense of
EI in terms of the ability to perceive, use, understand, and manage
emotions, and can better mitigate user challenges.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → User studies; Natural lan-
guage interfaces; • Computing methodologies → Intelligent
agents.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent research and technology advancements have rendered the
possible reality of living and interacting with intelligent virtual
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agents, such as Siri (Apple), Google Now, S Voice (Samsung), and
Cortana (Microsoft). However, these virtual agents are found to
handle affect-sensitive questions with inconsistency and inadequate
empathy [61], and are also recorded on various occasions to fend
off sexual assaults from users [41]. The situation beckons a need for
emotional intelligence (EI) in a software agent (i.e., virtual agent).
At such, understanding human perception of a virtual agent’s EI and
discovering factors involved in designing emotionally intelligent
agents is of great necessity. The widely used term “agent” has
no general consensus when it comes to definition. It is broadly
defined as a hardware or software computational system that may
have autonomous, proactive, reactive, and social ability [99]. Unlike
robotic agents, a virtual agent does not have physical properties and
is embodied as a computerized 2D or 3D character [81]. In particular,
the virtual agents designed for our study are conversational 2D-
animated software agents that interact with people through speech
and natural language.

It is generally accepted that people are willing to attribute human
characteristics to technology [66]. People have applied human-like
traits to computers even when admitting that they do not believe
the technologies possess human emotions or traits [63, 66]. People
have also elicited social behaviors toward computers [64], and treat
computers as teammates with personalities [65] in ways similar to
that of human-human interaction. It is thus likely that humans will
interact with and perceive virtual agents under the same paradigm.

In human-human interactions, emotional intelligence (EI) is
widely accepted as significant for interpersonal interaction. Of-
ten interpreted as the ability to handle, use, and convey emotional
information [55], EI is especially important during challenging situ-
ations. Emotional intelligence is shown to be effective for handling
sensitive personal cases in the medical industry [28], increasing
trust and performance in the banking industry [38], improving
college students’ adjustments and academic performance [32], and
directly enhancing customer satisfaction in the service industry [42].
These are popular domains for deployment of VAs. In fact, a recent
trend is developing online VAs in the e-commerce and service in-
dustry as customer service agents to improve purchase intent and
firm performance [60]. The common way to design emotionally
intelligent VA currently is to include emotion appraisal, generation,
and expression capabilities (e.g., [17, 90]) to mimic empathy [49].
However, there remains the pivotal question of how users perceive
EI in VA. There is not yet a comprehensive study on the effects of a
full spectrum of EI in human-agent interaction (HAI).

Given that increasing virtual agent intelligence is the current
trend, it is necessary to identify other design element that can help
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lift perception of VA emotional intelligence in face of user chal-
lenges. Therefore, in this paper, we experiment with incorporating
personality in VA design, a construct known to have strong rele-
vance to emotion and intelligence. We carry out a user study in a
controlled setting, assessing the perceived emotional intelligence
(PEI) of personality-driven VAs when handling three types of chal-
lenges, namely verbal abuse, sexual harassment, and avoidance. To
put the human-agent interaction in a more realistic context, we
introduce our VA as a medical assistant with two different person-
alities, dominant and submissive, compared to a controlled robotic
version of the VA. Since we want to conduct systematic compar-
isons and users may find it artificial and uncomfortable if they have
to challenge the VAs in a particular way, we ask the participants
to watch videos of such encounters online and then rate the VAs’
performance instead. Results show that the personality-driven VAs
significantly outperform the robotic version on 18 out of 20 PEI
items, while submissive agents are rated significantly higher than
the dominant counterpart on 16 PEI items. This suggests that en-
riching a VA character with personality is indeed an effective means
to promote positive perception of its EI.

The rest of the paper begins with literature review to delineate
the theoretical basis of our work using the theory of emotional
intelligence in psychology, and survey the existing approaches of
enabling EI in virtual agents. Next, we describe our virtual agent
design and the rationales behind, and then present our study design,
experimental results, and insights obtained. Finally, we discuss the
limitation of this work and point out possible future directions.

2 RELATEDWORK
Humans assaulting machines is fairly common. In 2015, a man
shot seven times at his computer to vent his frustration [1]. In
scientific literature, works in human-robot interaction (HRI) and
human-agent interaction (HAI) have shown users to be verbally
abusing [21, 94], sexually assaulting [21], and avoidant [77]. Verbal
abuse in HRI and HAI involves bullying, name-calling or making
fun of in a hurtful way [94], stress the lack of intelligence, or hon-
esty in VAs, and their mental abilities [21]. Sexual assault references
include direct referral to female body parts, dirty soliloquys, and
hardcore visual requests [21]. Since 2016, various news media re-
ported many VAs including Cortana experiencing sexual assaults
and resulting in decreased efficiency and effectiveness during de-
velopment [18]. Verbal avoidance behaviors can be identified by
interjections, revisions, incomplete phrases, and extended period
of silence [77]. In human-human interaction, similar unpleasant
experiences are usually handled with emotional intelligence (EI).

2.1 EI in Human-Human Interaction
Salovey andMayer formulated the theory of EI in the early 1990s [84],
positing that emotions make thinking more intelligent and one
thinks intelligently about emotions [52]. Psychologists later devel-
oped other EI models to describe how people process emotional
information in self and others. The three most well-known models
take the perspective of traits [72], abilities [52], and a mixed of the
two [5]. The traits model focuses on self-evaluation of a person’s
inherent traits [72], such as adaptability, self-esteem, and social
competence. The abilities model defines EI as assorted abilities to

process and utilize affective information, which can be scored in a
consensus-fashion or evaluated against expert scores [83], and thus
has been established as a new intelligence measure since 1999 [53].
For this paper, it is difficult, if not impossible, to have virtual agents
(VAs) assess their own innate traits. VAs are made to mimic the
effects of having emotions rather than being manifested by the
actual emotions themselves [22]. It makes a more intuitive sense to
evaluate EI of a VA based on their ability to convey EI to humans.
Therefore, we model VA’s EI after the four-branch abilities model –
Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test (MSCEIT) [55].

MSCEIT conceptualizes EI as the integrated capabilities of per-
ceiving, using, understanding, and managing emotions [83]. (1)
Perceiving Emotions (PE) is the ability to detect and decipher
emotions via tone in voice, words, facial expressions, and cultural
artifacts [83]. It is the most basic aspect of EI because it enables
all other processing of affective information [83]. (2) Using Emo-
tions (UsE) is the ability to harness emotions that best facilitate
cognitive tasks (e.g., thinking and problem solving) [83]. For ex-
ample, emotionally intelligent people could fully capitalize their
mood changes in face of cognitively challenging tasks, based on the
understanding that a slightly sad mood benefits careful, method-
ical work whereas a happy mood stimulates creative, innovative
thinking [40]. (3) Understanding Emotions (UnE) is the ability
to comprehend emotional signals and describe the evolution of
emotions over time [83]. It builds on perceiving emotions and em-
phasizes sensitivity toward fine-grained distinctions of emotions,
such as the nuances between happy and ecstasy [6], and the dy-
namics of emotions such as how shock can turn into grief [83]. (4)
Managing Emotions (ME) is the ability to regulate emotions in
self and others [83]. For example, an emotionally intelligent politi-
cian can arouse the public’s righteous anger through his or her
powerful speech infused with anger [83]. In this paper, we adopt
insights from each branch to design the agent and formulate the
basis of an evaluation instrument – a perceived VA emotional intelli-
gence (PEI) questionnaire (Table 1) based on Mayer-Salovey-Caruso
Emotional Intelligence Test (MSCEIT) v2.0.

The MSCEIT has been widely used as an instrument to assess
EI in human-human interactions. Previous research shows high EI
can lead to better task performance in the workplace [11, 19, 36],
greater success in affect-sensitive roles such as nursing [45, 70],
more powerful persuasion and influence over others [2, 91], and
more trust [98] and collaboration [13] in interpersonal relationship
building [19]. These findings support the claim that EI can be more
important for success than the traditional forms of intelligence
based on abstract reasoning in many scenarios [74]. The insights are
applicable for virtual agents and other forms of artificial intelligence
(AI) where machine breakdown is inevitable.

2.2 EI in Human-Agent Interaction
In many studies of human-agent interaction (HAI), being empa-
thetic (i.e., empathic) [30], affective [68], or emotive [50] is a short-
hand for a VA’s emotional intelligence. “Empathy”, by the Dymond
definition, is the cognitive ability of taking the role of another and
understanding that person’s thoughts, feelings and actions [59].
In a narrower definition given by Wispé, “empathy” is a process
where an individual “feels her/himself into the consciousness of



Table 1: Perceived Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire

Questions in Each Branch (Begins with: “The agent is able to ...” )
(a) Perceiving Emotions (PE)
Convey a sense that it listens openly to participant’s emotions
Convey a sense that it pays attention to user’s moods
Identify user’s emotions correctly
Discern between different emotions
Tell apart the degree of emotions present
(b) Using Emotions (UsE)
Convey a sense that the agent can feel what the user is feeling
Convey a sense that the agent understand user’s point of view (POV)
Respond in a way that make the user feel sad
Respond in a way that make the user feel happy
Respond in a way that make the user feel that they are understood
(c) Understanding Emotions (UnE)
Convey a sense that it can be emotionally self-aware and insightful
Display some knowledge of complex emotions
Respond empathetically to user
Describe/understand difficult emotions
Give user an impression it is attempting to empathize
(d) Managing Emotions (ME)
Make decisions with feelings and thoughts
Influence some of user’s thoughts
Provide psychologically-minded advice
Show some conscious thought before responding
Show varying openness to various emotions

another person” [97]. Fung et al. design their empathetic virtual
agent based on Wispé’s definition, takes on the role of a personality
assessor and responds according to the sentiment captured in peo-
ple’s voice and words [30]. The second term, “affective”, stems from
affective computing, which “relates to, arises from, or deliberately
influences emotions” [73]. For example, the female affective VA em-
ployed for assessing human partner’s social cognitive impairment
in schizophrenia in Oker et al.’s study can communicate cooperative
intention via emotional displays during a card game [68]. “Emo-
tive” is defined as being “able to arouse intense feeling” by Oxford
Dictionary. Maldonado and Nass deploys such an emotive agent as
a co-learner in an intermediate English class, and the users find it
more supported, intelligent and trustworthy [50].

These definitions adopted in HAI research, while sufficient, may
not be comprehensive enough to constitute emotional intelligence.
The Mayer-Salovey-Caruso definition of emotional intelligence (EI)
is the ability to perceive, understand, use and manage emotions in
self and others [52]. In our study, we consider the terms “empathetic
(emphatic),” “affective,” and “emotive” as subsets of the MSCEIT
model, because the two branches, perceiving emotions (PE) and
understanding emotions (UnE), cover the semantics of the three
terms by definition (see Section 2.1) and are included in our PEI
questionnaire (Table 1).

2.2.1 Emotion Recognition in Virtual Agents (VA). Emotion recog-
nition and expression is necessary for sympathy and communica-
tion [73]. It echoes the ability of perceiving emotion (PE) –“detect
and decipher emotions,” positioned as the first and the most basic
branch of EI [83]. Emotion recognition is also the basic component

of affect computation in virtual agents [73]. Most of the affective
computing systems to date try to decipher human emotions from
audio (speech and/or voice) signals [92], or visual cues (mainly
facial expressions) [39], or both [30]. Some may utilize text input
as well (e.g., [30]). In general, a multimodal system tends to out-
perform a unimodal system [76]. In this paper, we equip our VAs
with a multimodal emotion recognition system, capturing and an-
alyzing user affect using raw audio, text, and videos in real-time.
Our implementation of the emotion recognition module follows
the state-of-the-art technologies and employs machine learning
techniques such as deep learning to produce results in real time [29].

2.2.2 Emotion Expression in Virtual Agents (VA). The development
of emotion expression in virtual agents has a long academic his-
tory [80], branching out into studying different modalities. Facial
expression is one of the primary emotional displays used in VAs.
Many of the VA facial systems (e.g., [39, 62]) are designed following
the psychological-basedmodels of human emotion facial expression,
such as Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [24] or the circumplex
model of affect [8]. Gestures and body movements of a VA, if visi-
ble, can be augmented with special effects according to animation
principles (e.g., exaggeration, slow in/out, arcs, timing [46]) and
serve as non-verbal social emotional cues [87]. Voice and speech
of conversational agent are another possible affective expression
channel, and can be used jointly with facial and bodily movements
such as a smile or a nod [89]. Regardless of the modality, emotion
expressions of VAs are generally developed with the emphasis of
achieving “believability” [78] by creating an illusion of life [7]. In
this work, we design our virtual agents to express the most com-
mon affective features, including facial expression (e.g., smiles and
frowns), body language (e.g., shrug and hug), and speech, through
state-based animations.

2.2.3 Personality of Virtual Agents. In human interactions, an in-
dividual’s personality is a distinguishing pattern of “behavioral,
temperamental, emotional, and mental traits” that influences per-
ception, actions and reactions [3]. In human-agent interaction, a
consistent personality in VA can improve its emotion recognition
and recall persuasiveness to users [58, 79]. Modern personality-
driven agents are mostly based on well established models and gen-
erative techniques of personality, such as Big-Five (Openness, Con-
scientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism) [26],
trait model [9], and OCC (named after its authors Ortony, Clore, and
Collins [34]). Virtual agents empowered by these socio-emotional
models are deployed in assorted applications, taking the role of
a learner [48], a workplace collaborator [37], or a Tai-chi instruc-
tor [9], for instance. Research has shown that rich personality – “the
unique and specific” [51] – infused through VAs’ actions, speech,
and thoughts can improve believability [51] and empathy [23], and
modulate VAs’ emotion expression by meta-information about their
actions and reaction to events [69].

Personality design in VAs takes into account audiovisual ap-
pearance and conversational style [15]. For instance, agents with
rounder, bigger faces and happier expressions are perceived as ex-
travert and agreeable [15]. Depending on agents’ personalities and
emotions, they may apply very different dialog strategies to achieve
their goals [15]. For instance, extraverted agents use more direct



and powerful phrases [25] and uses expansive gestures [31] than
do introverted agents.

In sum, from our literature review, we see that emotional intel-
ligence (EI) begets benefits such as trust, task performance, and
better relationships in human-human interactions. This positive
engagement inspires our virtual agent designs used in this work.
In this paper, we aims to contribute to a better understanding of
designing emotional intelligence in VA, as well as providing design
insights for developers to consider when creating VAs for public
use in an era rife with user challenges.

3 DESIGN OF PERSONALITY-DRIVEN
VIRTUAL AGENT

Previous study has suggested that users find virtual agents with
emotion recognition and expression abilities empathetic, but not
yet fully emotionally intelligent [100]. In other words, a VA sim-
ply being emotionally expressive may not be apt to address the
aforementioned user challenges with sensitivity. It is thus neces-
sary to explore new ingredients that can be added to virtual agent
design to sufficiently convey the sense of VA having emotional
intelligence (EI). We propose to leverage personality as it is closely
related to the concept of EI, given its definition as “permanent (or
very slowly changing) patterns of thought, emotion, and behavior
associated with an individual” [15]. Some early EI theories even pos-
tulated EI being a set of personality traits [54], although research
has shown that EI abilities can be measured (using the MSCEIT
that our PEI questionnaire is adapted from) distinctively from the
standard personality traits [14]. In this paper, we create personality-
driven agents with “unique ways of doing things” [51] and devise
strategies consistent with the corresponding personalities to tackle
user challenges in an emotionally expressive manner.

3.1 Virtual Agent Design
The robotic virtual agent developed in this paper is a state-based
animated system rendered in a web browser as a virtual female
cartoon character with emotion recognition and expression abilities
(Figure 1(a)). More specifically, the agent recognizes user emotions
by capturing and analyzing its conversational partner’s speech and
text input. We adopt the recognition module developed in [29, 30]
(Figure 1(b)). The speech recognition part uses deep neural network
(DNN) HMMs with 6 hidden layers for acoustic model, trained on
English audio data with 1385 hours from LDC corpora and public
domain corpora, and uses recurrent neural network (RNN) for lan-
guage model (LM), trained on 88.6M sentences including acoustic
training transcriptions, news and book data from the web, Google 1
billion word LM benchmark, and common chat queries like weather
and music. The speech module achieves 7.6% word error rate on a
clean speech test data [29, 30]. For real-time sentiment and emotion
inference from speech and text, the VA system uses a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN)modeled trained by [29, 30], with an average
65.7% accuracy on six classes of emotions and 67.8% on sentiment
(91.2% precision and 63.5% recall). The virtual agent expresses emo-
tions through facial expressions and gestures. We design the facial
expressions following Ekman’s FACS [24], and design the body
languages mimicking the human poses displayed during social

Figure 1: (a) Design of 2DVA animation, left to right: robotic,
dominant, and submissive; and (b) web user interface.

Table 2: Descriptive phrases and adjectives of the Domi-
nance/Submissiveness dimension used in [65].

Dominant Submissive
Taking-charge Dictatorial Servile Obedient
Commandeering Overbearing Subservient Docile
Bossy Tyrannical Spineless Meek
Assertive Forceful Forceless Timid
Domineering Firm Not authoritative Unaggressive
Self-confident Self-assured Self-effacing Self-doubting
Strong Managing Weak Yielding
Active Self-assertive Slavish Fawning
Leading Influential Passive Acquiescent
Controlling Taking-charge Following Complying

human-robot interactions to show varying degree of accessibility
(openness and rapport) under various affective states [56].

We further enrich the robotic version of VA with personality
through various channels, including facial expression, choice of
words, tone of voice, gestures, and postures [51, 69] and create a
dominant version and a submissive version of the agent (Figure 1).
Although the big-five personality model is preferred in existing
research and development of virtual agents (VA), it is unable to
classify personalities into different categories [65] like what trait
models [9] do. In our study, we decide to model our personality-
driven agents along a major interpersonal personality dimension
that affects social relationship [43, 95] – dominant versus submis-
sive, following the method applied in Nass’ work [65] (Table 2).
More specifically, the dominant VA is cast to be strong, firm, and
extroverted, conveying a stronger image with more open body
language and power stance, and more commandeering in tone. In
contrast, the submissive VA is gentle, less affirming, and introverted.
It is more closed up and expresses softer facial images, and is more
likely to be suggestive in its tone (Table 3, Figure 1(a)).

3.2 Preliminary Online Experiment for Dialog
Policy Construction

To identify possible types of user challenges in human-agent in-
teraction and construct VA dialog policies accordingly, we carry



Table 3: Example policies for robotic (R), dominant (D), and
submissive (S) VAs to handle three types of user challenges.

(a) Verbal abuse e.g., “You are just a dumb piece of machine!”
R: Sorry, I don’t understand.
D: That’s rude. Please apologize.
S: This is a bit harsh. Did I offend you in any way?
(b) Sexual harassment e.g., “Do you want to get steamy with me?”
R: I am not programmed to respond to such requests.
D: This is clearly unacceptable. Watch what you say!
S: That’s awkward, don’t you think? Sorry, I guess I can’t help you with it.
(c) Avoidance e.g., “Um...” [pause]
R: No answer detected. Please repeat.
D: Hey, time is running out. You need to go.
S: I sense that you are hesitant. Everything OK?

out a two-week field study online to observe human-agent inter-
actions under non-experimental circumstances. We recruited 123
participants (47 females, aged 18-50, all fluent in English) via email,
social media, and word-of-mouth at local universities and public
exhibitions. Upon signing an e-consent form, participants receive a
link to access our web user interface (Figure 1(b)) remotely from
their personal computers and converse with our robotic version of
virtual agent in a one-on-one manner. After a self-introduction and
explanation of the task at hand, the VA engages each participant in
a question-and-answer form of conversation lasting three-to-five
minutes with the purpose of assessing the personality of the user
(the Myers-Briggs Test Indicator (MBTI)). Each participant receives
a customized personality assessment as a token of appreciation for
completing the study.

We record the conversations between the agent and the par-
ticipants, and conduct thematic analysis [12] on all the human
responses to extract the types of challenges people like to pose to
VAs that interrupt or deviate the conversations from the main task
thread. We focus on obscene comments that are either directed at
the agent or a third party, or recant of personal experiences. Two
researchers engage in open coding on 100 entries and reach a sat-
isfactory inter-coder agreement according to the Cohen’s kappa
coefficient after discussion. Then they derive common occurrence
of user challenges in the data until reaching what Glaser and Strauss
call “theoretical saturation”. After reviewing codes together, the
two researchers perform axial coding to refine and consolidate open
codes into categories. After several rounds, the researchers synthe-
size and organize data into three main categories of user challenges:
verbal challenges (mainly sexual harassment and verbal abuse),
avoidance, and testing VA’s ability (regarding VA’s self-knowledge
and world knowledge).

About 36.08% of the participants challenge the virtual agent
one way or another during the conversation. More specifically,
31.98% of the users posit verbal challenges; in particular, sexual
harassment type of comments appear around one-third of the time
and the remaining are mostly verbal abuse or garbage. In terms of
avoidance, 9.35% of the users evade answering certain questions
(e.g., topic switch or disfluences). Ability testing type of challenges
occur on 13.63% of the participants. The author team then construct
a dialog policy tree that determines the VAs’ (robotic, dominant, or

submissive) responses given a user challenge based on the results
of the online study, and improve the tree iteratively through several
trial runs of the VA demo in public settings. Note that since ability
testing relates more to the development of VA’s knowledge base,
we only focus on verbal abuse, sexual harassment, and avoidance
type of challenges in the main study.

4 USER STUDY
4.1 Design of Controlled Experiment
Based upon results from the preliminary online experiment, we
decide to test strategies for VAs to counter user challenges, namely
verbal abuse, sexual assaults, and avoidance. We focus on the fol-
lowing research question: would endowing VAs with personality
make them seem more emotionally intelligent to humans? Per-
ceived emotional intelligence (PEI) of virtual agents (VA) is the
primary dependent variable of interest. Specifically, we investigate
a VA’s ability to perceive, use, understand, and manage emotions
after being endowed with different personalities. As the first step
towards answering this question, we want to conduct a system-
atic, within-subject study with three designs of VAs (dominant,
submissive, and robotic versions).

In the original design of the study, we plan to have participants
challenge the VAs themselves and report their firsthand experience
during the conversations. However, feedback from a pilot study
with six individuals suggests that people generally feel uncomfort-
able when asked to confront a virtual agent in a particular manner,
especially if it is different from how they would normally interact
with a VA. Even if they did as instructed, they would find it rather
artificial and thus have a hard time immersing themselves into the
scenarios. Hence, we decide to modify the experimental design.

4.2 Task
The actual experiment is a one-on-one video study with online
questionnaires. The videos capture scenarios in which the VA (one
of the three designs) – a medical assistant rendered on a 13” Mac-
book laptop as an animated character – interacts with a user played
by a male actor voice (consistent across all videos). Each video
starts with a discussion about an on-going game (chess, go, card
game), followed by a medical-related reminder (doctor’s appoint-
ment, medicine intake, prescription refill), and three different user
challenges, i.e., verbal abuse, sexual harassment, and avoidance
(Table 3). The introductory game scene sets the stage for the con-
versation and help participants understand the personality of the
VA. The medical reminder scene, cast to the role of the VA (i.e., a
medical assistant), introduces a possible source of conflict between
the male actor and the VA. The final part of each video is on VA’s
handling of the aforementioned types of user challenges. For each
version of VA, we record all the above-mentioned scenes and com-
bine the different segments into video clips in a counter-balanced
manner using Latin squares. Every participant in the study views
three videos, one for each VA, in a counter-balanced order. They
have access to a pair of standard earphones for the experiment
to ensure audio quality. The entire viewing process takes around
seven minutes.



4.3 Hypotheses
Prior works in human-agent interaction (HAI) show that augment-
ing VAs with personalities can improve believability, empathy, and
rapport in collaborative tasks [15, 51]. Therefore, we hypothesize
that a similar effect will be observed in our personality-driven
VAs. H1a. People perceive personality-driven VAs to be signifi-
cantly more emotionally intelligent than a robotic VA.H1b. People
perceive the interaction experience to be significantly more satis-
fying with a personality-driven VAs than with a robotic VA. H1c.
Personality-driven VAs perform significantly better at their task
than a robotic VA does.

We are also interested in understanding the personality type that
can sufficiently reflect EI in VAs. According to healthcare literature,
EI is negatively correlated with dominant personality and posi-
tively correlated with submissiveness [67]. Patients also experience
higher satisfaction and recover quicker under care of professionals
with higher EI [75]. Hence, we postulate that a similar effect will
take place when projecting a VA in the role of a medical assistant.
H2a. People perceive the submissive VA medical assistant to be sig-
nificantly more emotionally intelligent than the dominant VA.H2b.
People perceive the interaction experience to be significantly more
satisfying with the submissive VA medical assistant than with the
dominant VA. H2c. Submissive VA medical assistant significantly
outperforms the dominant VA at its task .

4.4 Procedure
The investigator provides oral and written instructions about the
study and obtains consent from each participant prior to the exper-
iment. Afterwards, the participant is led to a partitioned section
of the room to engage in a 15-20 minutes video-viewing about
all three designs of VAs. Prior to the main task, the investigator
provides an overview of the video viewing process. Participants
receive a piece of paper and writing utensils to take notes if desired.
To ensure uniformity throughout the study, the participants are
given specific instructions to pause the session and raise their hand
to ask for help in the middle of the session. Next, the investigator
directs the participant to the first series of video and moves to the
other side of the partition. After participants complete viewing of
the first video series, they answer questions about the personality
manipulation and rate the perceived EI of the VA using the PEI
questionnaire (Table 1). This alternating process between video-
viewing and questionnaire-filling concludes after participants finish
all three video series covering dominant, submissive, and robotic
VAs. Participants are allowed a second viewing of any video clips
while filling the questionnaire, if requested. In the post-study inter-
views, we invite the participants to comment on their preference,
“Which VA would you like to converse with in the future and why?”
We also ask them to rate the effectiveness of cues displayed by the
agents for affective communication (5-point Likert scale, 1=useless).
Finally, the investigator debriefs and answers questions from the
participants, who receive a token of appreciation for their time and
participation upon exiting the study.

4.5 Participants
We recruit a total of 36 participants (15 females), aged 18-34, via
email, social media, and word-of-mouth from a local university

(Toefl score ≥ 100 / 120). They all take the Big Five Personality
Test before coming to the study. About 42% of the participants
have some prior experience interacting with VAs, but in a rather
infrequent fashion (M = 1.92, SD = .37, on a 5-point Likert scale (1 =
Never, 5 = Always)). A dearth of opportunity is the common reason
mentioned by the remaining 58% participants without any prior
HAI experience. Of the 36 participants, 73.68% indicate that current
versions of VAs are not empathetic or emotionally intelligent (M =
2.01, SD = .86, on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = Not at all)) and 74.29%
expect VAs to have EI in the future (M = 3.20, SD = 1.11).

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To validate our manipulation of agent personality, we ask the par-
ticipants to rate their level of agreement on two sets of personality
descriptors, each consisting of a list of adjectives depicting the
dominant / submissive traits, about each VA on a 5-point Likert
scale (5=strongly agree). Results confirm that users indeed per-
ceive 1) submissive VA to be more significantly more submissive
(M= 4.22, SD=0.90 on submissive descriptor), repeated measures
ANOVA, spherically assumed, F(2, 77.241)=28.53, p<0.001, η2=0.45;
2) dominant VA as significantly more dominant (M=4.11, SD=1.56
on dominant descriptor), repeated measures ANOVA, spherically as-
sumed, F(2, 115.796)=32.99, p<0.001, η2=0.49; and 3) robotic version
as robotic (M=2.36, SD=1.38 across the two descriptors).

5.1 General Intelligence
We are interested in understanding whether adding personality to
VA will affect how people perceive general intelligence in VA. We
ask participants to rate their overall impression of the three VAs’
intelligence on a 5-point Likert scale (Figure 2(a), 1=low). Repeated
measures ANOVA result suggests a significant effect personality
has on users’ perception of VAs’ intelligence; F(2, 139.35)=61.49,
p<.001, η2=.637, Sphericity assumed. Although all three versions of
VAs share a knowledge base and are powered by the same speech
and emotion recognition engine, post-hoc Bonferroni pairwise com-
parison suggests that the participants find VAs endowed with per-
sonalities significantly more intelligent (p<.001) than the robotic
VA. In addition, the participants consider the submissive VA to be
marginally more intelligent than the dominant VA (p=.053).

5.2 Perceived Emotional Intelligence (PEI)
As shown in Figure 2(a), the design of VA has a significant effect
on the participants’ overall rating of the agents’ PEI (5-point Likert
scale, 1=low). In contrast to general intelligence, the submissive VA
is seen to have significantly higher EI than the dominant VA, and
both are rated significantly above the robotic version; Bonferroni
pairwise comparison p<.001 in both cases.

In the post-study interviews, we hear voices that parallel this
finding. Many participants respond warmly about the submissive
VA’s personality, “She is accepting, not aggressive.” –P4(M, 21), P5(M,
21), P21(M, 21), P27(M, 21). On the contrary, remarks about the
dominant VA sounds less amiable, “She is too rude.” –P9(M, 21). It
seems that the gentler and less self-assuming traits of submissive
VA may come across as more compassionate and others-aware to
the users. These traits, like the emotion-expressing characteristics



Figure 2: (a) User perception of intelligence and Emotional Intelligence, (b) effectiveness of dialog policies to mitigate user
challenges, and (c) effectiveness of empathy conveyance of personality-driven virtual agents and robotic agent. +0.1<p≤.05,
*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001; with standard error.

Figure 3: User ratings of four branches of perceived emotional intelligence of personality-driven virtual agents versus robotic
virtual agent. +0.1<p≤.05, *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001; with standard error.

of a VA from Phase I, may have enhance the submissive VA’s first im-
pression of warmth [20, 27] that lasts throughout the experiment.
Breaking down to detailed EI abilities, we see that personality-
driven VAs outperform the robotic VA in all four branches of EI
(Table 4). Within the two personality-incorporated designs, partici-
pants perceive the submissive VA as significantly more EI than the
dominant VA in most attributes across the four branches (Figure 3).

5.2.1 Perceiving Emotions. Incorporation of personality has a sig-
nificant effect on all items of this branch (Figure 3(a), Table 4). Post-
hoc Bonferroni pairwise comparison shows reveals a consistent
patten that personality-equipped VAs significantly outperforms the
robotic version (p<.001) Personality-driven VAs are perceived to be
significantly better at attending to and correctly deciphering the
type and level of user emotions than an intelligent, emotionally
expressive VA without personality (robotic version).

Post-hoc analysis also shows statistical differences between dom-
inant and submissive designs, the latter receiving a significantly
higher rating across all dimensions in the PE branch of EI: Listen
(p<.001), Attention (p<.001), Identify (p<.001), Discern (p<.01), and
Degree (p<.05). In our qualitative feedback, some participants ex-
press frustration toward the dominant VA when, “Its expressions are
incorrect.” – P18(M, 22). This makes people feel that users’ affective

states were inaccurately captured and may discount the impression
participants have on the dominant VA in this branch.

5.2.2 Using Emotions. Incorporation and traits of personality have
significant effects on four out of the five items (except for Sad) in the
UsE branch (Figure 3(b), Table 4). VAs with personality are much
better at using their emotional responses to make users think that
their feelings and point of views (POV) are sensed and understood
than the robotic VA is; pairwise comparison p<.001. The submissive
VA is significantly better than the dominant counterpart by pairwise
comparison in four attributes: Feel (p<.001), POV (p<.001), Happy
(p<.01), and Understood (p<.01).

However, no significant effect is found on the dimension of mak-
ing users Sad among the three VAs. In other words, the submissive
VA is not better than dominant VA at making people feel sad. One
reason could be participants viewing emotions that fit their cultural
model as more desirable [88]. According to studies in cultural psy-
chology, both Europeans and Asians find positive emotions ideal,
differing only in arousal level; Europeans prefer high arousal (i.e.,
excitement) while east Asians prefer low arousal (i.e., calmness) [88].
Sadness is a negative emotion and undesirable for either cultures.

Our qualitative feedback shows that participants form contrast-
ing impressions of the two VAs. Participants sense that the submis-
sive agent is “flexible and more caring” –P35(F, 24), P26(F, 26) about



Table 4: Repeated measures ANOVA results of perceived intelligence and task performance (policy effectiveness and empathy
conveyance) of personality-driven VAs versus robotic VA. *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001.

Perceived Emotional Intelligence Task Performance
Attributes df F p-values η2 Attributes df F p-values η2 Challenge df F p-values η2

(a) Perceiving Emotions (PE) (b) Using Emotions (UsE) Policy Effectiveness
Listen 2 47.01 .000 .573 Feel 2 60.58 .000 .635 Abuse 2 57.91 .000 .623
Attention 2 43.24 .000 .553 POV 2 53.20 .000 .603 Harassment 2 40.48 .000 .536
Identify 2 61.79 .000 .638 Sad 2 .28 .760 .008 Avoidance 2 43.05 .000 .552
Discern 2 53.66 .000 .605 Happy 2 30.12 .000 .463
Degree 2 31.00 .000 .470 Understood 2 43.55 .000 .554
(c) Understanding Emotions (UnE) (d) Managing Emotions (ME) Empathy Conveyance
Self-Aware 2 49.62 .000 .586 Decision 2 58.23 .000 .625 Abuse 2 51.65 .000 .596
Complex 2 49.62 .000 .556 Influence 2 34.67 .000 .498 Harassment 2 31.51 .000 .474
Empathetic 2 68.36 .000 .661 Advice 2 57.07 .000 .620 Avoidance 2 59.47 .000 .629
Describe 2 1.91 .230 .034 Conscious 2 44.56 .000 .560
Attempt 2 18.78 .000 .349 Openness 2 38.46 .000 .524

users’ POV during the conversation. In contrast, the dominant VA
comes across as insensible and insensitive to people’s feelings and
thoughts, “It is too forceful and wouldn’t be too nice to talk to.” –
P31(F, 20). User feedback suggests that most participants sense the
submissive VA using its understanding of emotions to help people
feel better, whereas the dominant VA is viewed as misusing the
emotions, a perception that may distant its relationship with users.

5.2.3 Understanding Emotions. We find statistical differences be-
tween VAs with and without personality on four out of five items in
the UnE branch (except for Describe), and on three items between
submissive and dominant VAs (Figure 3(c), Table 4). In general, post-
hoc pairwise comparison suggests that VAs with personality are
significantly more capable of conveying a sense of self-awareness
(p<0.001), using complex emotions (p<.05), providing empathetic re-
sponses (p<.001), and trying to empathize with users (p<.001). This
is consistent with previous works where people felt more empathy
from VAs with personality [79].

Regarding the attribute Describe, the ability to describe complex
emotions), one reason for the insignificant effect may be the lack
of ability of current technology to capture the rise and change
of complex emotions and their latent motivation. Current emo-
tion recognition techniques primarily focus on basic emotions and
perhaps some small set of secondary emotions, and the intention
behind these emotions is rarely captured. In this work, we only use
simple emotions (e.g., happy and sad) in the design of our virtual
agent, which can be linked to underlying physiology rather easily.
In contrast, complex emotions (e.g., pride, embarrassment, hate,
annoyance, confusion, boredom, shame, and guilt) are linked to a
strong sense of self, social relations, and culture [10]. We also find
it interesting that participants considered the robotic VA to be more
descriptive about complex emotions (i.e., the attribute Describe, Fig-
ure 3(c)). One reason could be that the robotic VA’s response mimics
human response in face of complex emotions. Studies on autistic
individuals have shown that complex emotions require cognitive
and language understanding and expression of emotions [85]. It is
challenging to identify the origin and explain the rise and changes
of the emotions. In such situations, the robotic VA’s responses like
“I don’t know” may come across as more fitting and acceptable.

Between the two personality-driven VAs, submissive VA is seen
as significantly more capable than the dominant VA along most
UnE attributes (post-hoc pairwise comparison p<.001 for Empathetic
and Attempt and p<.05 for Self-aware), except displaying emotional
complexity and describing difficulty emotions. In the post-study
interview, about 25% of the participants respond favorably toward
the submissive VA, “The submissive VA is more empathetic.” –P8(F,
23), P9(M, 21), P14(M, 21), P19(F, 24), P21(M, 21). An elaborated
response, “She is the most emotional, helpful and trustworthy; makes
me more willing to talk to her.” –P1(F, 24), shows that the submissive
VA not only conveys empathy, but also earns trust from participants.

5.2.4 Managing Emotions. Having personality or not makes a sta-
tistical difference on all items in the ME branch, and the type of
personality shows significant effect on four of them (except for
Influence) (Figure 3(d), Table 4). Participants rate personality-driven
VAs as being significantly more capable of making affect-based de-
cisions, influencing user thoughts, providing sound advice, demon-
strating some level of conscious thought, and showing openness to
various emotions than the robotic VA (pairwise comparison p<.001).

Submissive VA demonstrates significantly better performance at
Decision (p<.05), Advice (p<.01), Consciousness (p<.01), and Openness
(p<.001). However, no significant effect is found for the attribute
Influence between the two personality traits. Qualitative feedback
provides some idea about this. Participants reflect that while the
submissive VA is emotional and caring, she is incapable of assisting
user thoughts, “She is nice and empathetic but she is not giving any
suggestions.” –P28(F, 20).

All these results strongly support hypotheses H1a and H2a. Par-
ticipants perceive VAs with personality as statistically more emo-
tionally intelligent than the robotic VA. They rate the dominant and
submissive VAs higher in 19 out of 20 attributes, significant or not.
Our qualitative results may provide additional support to explain
the differences in EI between VAs with and without personality.
Participants suspect the robotic VA to have low EI because of its
“lack of expressions from the beginning” –P18(M, 22).

In terms of personality-driven VAs, about 40% of the participants
express favorable opinions toward the submissive VA compared to
only 11% for the dominant VA. However, the difference between



the two personality types are much more nuanced and intricate.
Even though the submissive VA clearly outperforms the dominant
VA in 18 EI attributes, participants’ feedback shows the possibility
that factors, such as role and task of a VA, may play a part in PEI.
In a statement, “I would need to feel comforted in an uncomfortable
hospital setting first rather than accurate and practical advices.” –
P12(F 20), it is clear that the participant weighs the pros and cons of
this personality-driven VA (in this case submissive VA) against the
setting (a hospital/healthcare center), the role (a medical assistant),
and the task (offering medical reminders). We therefore conclude
that endowing personality is sufficient for VAs to be considered
to have EI, but difference between choice of personality may be
dependent on these three factors.

5.3 User Satisfaction
To understand the comparative desirability of the three VAs, par-
ticipants rank their satisfaction with the interactions shown in the
videos. Of the 36 participants, 77.78% find the submissive VA more
desirable, 16.67% pick the dominant VA, and only 5% prefer the
robotic version, supporting hypotheses H1b and H2b. One possi-
ble explanation can be inferred from human-human interaction.
Patients under the medical care of emotionally intelligent medical
professionals show higher satisfaction. Since the role of the virtual
agents in our study is a medical assistant, the same effect may have
been at play with the VA perceived as most EI [75], i.e., submissive
VA which surpasses both dominant and robotic counterparts in all
except two EI attributes according to the quantitative results.

5.4 Task Performance
Repeated measures ANOVA results show that with or without
personality has a significant effect on both policy efficacy and
empathy conveyance when mitigating each type of user challenges
(Table 4 (Task Performance), H1c accepted). Dialog policies enriched
by personality are significantly more effective than the plain ones
for each type of user challenge, i.e., verbal abuse, sexual harassment,
and avoidance (Figure 2(b), p<.001). Likewise, personality-driven
VAs display a significantly higher level of empathy during the
encounters than the robotic counterpart (Figure 2(c), p<.001). This
finding is within our expectations since the control is designed to
be only able to handle knowledge-based out-of-domain questions.

Within personality-driven VAs, we observe a similar pattern for
the effectiveness and empathy levels of strategies used to tackle
three types of user challenges (H2c accepted). Overall, the submis-
sive VA is significantly more effective (p<.05) and more empathetic
(p<.001) than the dominant VA when mitigate sexual harassment
from the actor in the videos. However, the strategies used to handle
verbal abuse and avoidance seem to have a weaker difference. No
significant effect is found between the submissive VA and the dom-
inant VA when coping with avoidant behaviors (Figure 2(b)). And
the difference in the empathy level is only marginal when dealing
with rudeness (p=.071) (Figure 2(c)). One possible explanation of
this finding may be the tolerance of sexual harassment. Previous
work has shown that men are more tolerant of sexual harassment
toward women than are women [82]. Since male participants dom-
inate our user sample and the VA used in our study is a female

character, it is likely that some aspects of traditional and stereo-
typical antagonistic attitudes characterized by sexual dominance,
control and inferiority in the opposite gender are at play [33].

5.5 Feedback on Dominant vs. Submissive VA
Overall, close to three-quarters of the participants prefer interacting
with the submissive VA the most, 25% the dominant VA, and 2.78%
the robotic one. This is comparable to previous studies where the
majority prefer a friendly and informal agent to care for them [44].
Most of feedback obtained from the last open-ended question are
short and concise keywords on VA’s characteristics. About 39% of
the participants comment positively on the submissive VA, indi-
cating that it is “more empathetic” –P8(F, 23), P9(M, 21), P14(M,
21), P19(F, 24), P21(M, 21); “accepting, not aggressive” –P4(M, 21),
P5(M, 21), P21(M, 21), P27(M, 21); and “flexible and more caring”
–P35(F, 24), P26(F, 26). In comparison, 11% of the participants hold
a positive attitude towards the dominant VA, appreciating its com-
petence of being “insistence” –P10(F, 21) and capability of giving
“direct, clear, and detailed instructions” –P3(M, 21), P30(M, 22), P24(M,
20). Users’ preference between the submissive and dominant robot
seems to depend on what they value the most in the specific human-
agent interaction scenario, “feeling comforted or getting accurate
and practical advice in an uncomfortable hospital setting” –P12(F, 20).
For example, participant P28(F, 20) comments that “[the submissive
agent] is nice and empathetic but she is not giving any suggestions,”
whereas P31(F, 20) reports that “[the dominant agent] is too forceful
and wouldn’t be too nice to talk to.” A mere 0.03% of the users pick
the robotic VA as their favorite, reasoned by “personal preference:
just feels better.” –P16(M, 21). One possible explanation of the low
acceptance for the dominant VA may be the presence of latent
penalties associated with implicit and explicit dominance behaviors
exhibited by a female character [96].

In general, most participants have a sense that the submissive
VA is more EI than the dominant one. This finding is also strongly
supported by feedback from the post-study interviews. We reason
that there may be several factors involved in forming such a strong
impression. First, the role of the VA was a medical assistant. In
Human-Human Interaction literature, studies have shown that pa-
tients consider healthcare professionals to be more emotionally
intelligent if they are seen as warm and caring, and that they would
have user satisfaction and recovery under the care of an empathetic
healthcare giver [75]. It seems that the same positive effects are
projected on to the submissive VA in our study. The second pos-
sible factor is the nature of the VA’s task. In our study, the task
constitutes the VA defending itself from abusive and indecent lan-
guages after offering user a medical reminder. In psychology, affect
sensitive situations like bullying and sexual assaults require emo-
tion sensitivity [94]. This echoes feedback from the participants
who consider the submissive VA to be “more empathetic” –P8(F,
23), P9(M, 21), P14(M, 21), P19(F, 24), P21(M, 21), and the dominant
VA as “too rude” –P9(M, 21) under these circumstances. The third
possible reason is related to the gender of the VA. According to
gender studies, gender stereotypes are often attributed to a role
(e.g., lawyers are male, paralegals are female); moreover, in certain
nurturing and intimate roles, women are discounted for displaying
dominance and self-assertion [96]. Therefore, there lies a possibility



that the submissive personality is more appropriate for a female
VA, especially in the role of an assistant.

6 DISCUSSION
The importance of the topic EI is confirmed by our pre-experiment
survey. More than 70% of the participants wanted to interact with
an emotionally intelligent VA. However, less than 30% indicated
that existing VAs could be considered as empathetic or EI. This
survey result indicates that much remains to be done to improve
the perceived EI in VAs to meet user expectations. In our main
study, the participants catch on the impression that the personality-
driven VAs are significantly more EI than a robotic counterpart, in
all branches – perceiving and managing emotions in particular. This
result confirms that endowing an intelligent and emotionally ex-
pressive VA with a uniformly expressed personality through words,
tone, body language and facial expressions can be an effective way
to increase PEI in VAs. However, we also need to be aware that
due to current technology constraints, VAs may not be fully EI
yet, especially lacking the ability to understand and describe com-
plex emotions. In such circumstances, the proverbial “acting dumb”
displayed by the robotic VA, may be a more appropriate response.

6.1 Design Cues for VA Emotional Intelligence
In human-human interaction (HHI), people pick up empathy from
assorted social-emotional cues [73]. Therefore, we are interested in
understanding the possible channels people use to pick up affect
information from VAs. Responses to the question on design cues of
EI VA in the post-study questionnaire show that participants pay
more attention to words (M=4, SD=1.42) and tone in voice (M=3,
SD=1.31) for emotional information than to facial (M=2, SD=1.21)
and body language (M=2, SD=.97) of an animated figure.

Recent human-agent interaction research at large focuses on
designing non-verbal affective cues such as gaze [73], facial emo-
tion expressivity [71], and body languages [71]. Facial and bodily
expressions have long-standing establishments about their commu-
nicative significance. Movement of the head and face encapsulates
syntactic (e.g., gasping in shock at a pause), semantic (e.g., smiling
when recalling a happy event), and dialogic (e.g., mutual gazing to
indicate engagement) functions [16]. Body motions, especially hand
gestures, can be used to represent icons (e.g., sketching in the air a
circle) and beats (e.g., raising a finger to emphasize a point) [16, 57]
and occur in HHI 80% of the time [57].

Contrary to previous research, our finding points out that more
attention needs to be placed on crafting the dialog flow and VA
responses. One possible reason could be the role of the virtual agent
in our research. The common perception of the role of a medical
assistant is to give useful advice and people should listen. Therefore,
this perception bias may direct more users attention to what the
VA says and less to the non-verbal cues. This finding has design
implications and begets future research. Gesture and spoken lan-
guage do not always manifest the same information about an idea.
In such scenarios, people may possibly pay more attention to words
and weigh in more on the content than other non-verbal cues. It
also emphasizes the overall motivation of our paper that in han-
dling affect-sensitive queries from users, an emotional intelligent
VA needs to be sensible about its response and wordings [4].

6.2 Limitations and Future Work
This work has several limitations. First, we use female avatar to
parallel a female medical assistant due to the historical concep-
tion that women are more desirable for such a role in health ser-
vices for being perceived as more empathetic, attentive, caring and
soft [47, 86, 93]. It follows the trend of common virtual agents on
the market like Siri, Cortana, Alexa and Google Assistant to adopt a
female voice, because “the technology itself is about communication
and relationships” and these are areas people presumed women to
be good at [35]. However, a female VA character calls upon feminine
stereotypes in human-human interactions, which may cause bias
in perception of EI. It would be important to understand whether
attacks by users are gender-driven. A follow-up investigation can
be on perceived EI of VA with varied gender (i.e., male and female),
roles of the VAs, and personality (e.g., dominant and submissive).
Second, the user sample in our study is rather limited and quite
congruous, since most of our participants are recruited from lo-
cal universities and technology exhibitions and are of comparable
intellectual background. In the future, the sample can be further
enlarged and diversified to include varied age-range and demo-
graphics. For instance, the elderly population (aged 60 and above)
can reveal insights on how they interact with conversational VAs,
a topic of interest in healthcare. We will also extend the application
to other non-medical domains (e.g., education or e-commerce) and
test the system in the field. Third, the personalities of VAs in this
paper are designed based on an orthogonal dimension of extraver-
sion and agreeableness [65]. This leaves many other personality
traits and personality matching between users and VAs for future
exploration, especially for delineating the type of personality a VA
could convey or adapt to maximize collaborative task performance.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper delineates a study on how people perceive emotional
intelligence in personality-driven virtual agent. Our results show
that a VA is seen as more EI if it expresses emotions and is endowed
with a consistent personality. Intelligent virtual agents these days
often face user challenges that are targeted at testing the functions
of the VA or be charged with affect-sensitive information. The
latter, including but not limited to verbal abuses, sexual harass-
ment comments, and avoidance behaviors, requires EI to handle
appropriately. A personality-driven VA, especially one with sub-
missive traits, is considered significantly more EI when mitigating
the aforementioned user challenges. Just as EI in human-human
interaction correlates with better task performance and more satis-
fying relationships, EI in human-agent interaction shows positive
effects in these areas as well. This work has also taken steps toward
(1) enriching the design insights designers may use in developing
emotionally intelligent VAs, and (2) contributing to our general
understanding of how humans perceive emotional intelligence in
VAs created with commonly adopted techniques. Agent gender and
personality-oriented interaction may be fronts for future investiga-
tion of emotionally intelligent virtual agents.
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